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Preface<
This Special Issue of Linear Algebra and its Applications contains selected papers presented at
the Applied Linear Algebra Conference in honor of Hans Schneider (ALA 2010), which was held at the
University ofNovi Sad, Novi Sad, Serbia,May24–28, 2010. This conferencewas organized by the Faculty
of Science, Department of Mathematics and Informatics of the University of Novi Sad, and supported
by the scientific societies GAMM and ILAS.
ALA 2010 was the third in the ongoing series of Conferences:
• ALA 2005 – Applied Linear Algebra – in honor of Richard Varga, Palic´, Serbia, October 13–15, 2005.
• ALA 2008 – Applied Linear Algebra – in honor of Ivo Marek, Novi Sad, Serbia, April 28–30, 2008.
Hans Schneider has had and continues to have a remarkable career and an enormous impact on
the development of linear algebra. Thanks to his draw, about 110 registered participants from 19
different countries gathered for the conference. A wide area of applied linear algebra, including com-
binatorial matrix theory, numerical algorithms andmethods, matrix properties and their applications,
matrix functions, eigenvalues andeigenvectorswas coveredby the scientificprogram. Themeetingwas
especially enriched by the 10th GAMMWorkshop on the Applied and Numerical Linear Algebra with
special emphasis on Positivity.
Hans Schneiderwas born in Vienna in 1927, and received the Ph.D. from theUniversity of Edinburgh
in 1952, with a thesis on nonnegative matrices, under the direction of A.C. Aitken. He was Lecturer at
the Queen’s University of Belfast for 7 years (1952–1959), and joined the faculty of the University of
Wisconsin, in 1959, where he was Chair from 1966 to 1968, and where he was named James Joseph
Sylvester Professor of Mathematics in 1988. His mathematical career lasts for almost 60 years now,
and Hans Schneider continues to contribute very actively to the field. He retired from the University of
Wisconsin in 1993, andwas awarded emeritus status. He is a prime example that proves that university
retirement does not mean retirement from mathematics.
Hans’s mathematical accomplishments have spanned most parts of linear algebra and matrix
theory: Perron–Frobenius theory of nonnegative matrices (his first mathematical love), eigenvalues,
matrix norms, inertia, field of values, diagonal scaling of matrices and diagonal similarity, matrix in-
equalities, matrix equations, combinatorial matrix theory, controllability, matrix splittings,
M-matrices, canonical forms, matrix cones, matrix pencils and most recently max-algebras. At
Wisconsin he had 17 Ph.D. students. He also mentored many postdocs and young visitors.
In addition to all those important and deep mathematical results directly or indirectly due to Hans
Schneider, there are many other reasons to honor him.
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First, the journal Linear Algebra and its Applications (LAA), which was begun in 1968, was experi-
encing difficulties when Hans took over as Editor-in-Chief in 1972. Thanks to his efforts, it now enjoys
an enviable position.
Second, Hans Schneider played a crucial role in the development of the International Linear Algebra
Society (ILAS). He was its first president (from 1987 to 1996). Without his prestige, his foresight and
his hard organizing work, ILAS may not have succeeded.
So, we recognize Hans for his important contributions to linear algebra through his papers, for
his vast mentoring and promotional contributions within the linear algebra community, for LAA, and
for ILAS. And, surely, the ALA 2010 Conference would not have been such a success without Hans
Schneider.
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